Abstract. In this article we propose a novel approach to reduce the computational complexity of various approximation methods for pricing discrete time American or Bermudan options. Given a sequence of continuation values estimates corresponding to different levels of spatial approximation, we propose a multilevel low biased estimate for the price of the option. It turns out that the resulting complexity gain can be of order ε −1 with ε denoting the desired precision. The performance of the proposed multilevel algoritheorems is illustrated by a numerical example.
1. Introduction. Pricing of an American option usually reduces to solving an optimal stopping problem that can be efficiently solved in low dimensions via dynamic programming algoritheorem. However, many problems arising in practice (see e.g. [11] ) have high dimensions, and these applications have motivated the development of Monte Carlo methods for pricing American option. Pricing American style derivatives via Monte Carlo is a challenging task, because it requires the backwards dynamic programming algoritheorem that seems to be incompatible with the forward structure of Monte Carlo methods. In recent years much research was focused on the development of fast methods to compute approximations to the optimal exercise policy. Eminent examples include the functional optimization approach of [2] , the mesh method of [5] , the regression-based approaches of [7] , [13] , [14] , [9] and [3] . The complexity of the fast approximations algoritheorems depends on the desired precision ε in a quite nonlinear way that, in turn, is determined by some fine properties of the underlying exercise boundary and the continuation values (see, e.g., [3] ). In some situations (e.g. in the case of the stochastic mesh method or local regression) this complexity is of order ε −3 , which is rather high. One way to reduce the complexity of the fast approximation methods is to use various variance reduction methods. However, the latter methods are often ad hoc and, more importantly, do not lead to provably reduced asymptotic complexity. In this paper we propose a generic approach which is able to reduce the order of asymptotic complexity and which is applicable to various fast approximation methods, such as global regression, local regression or stochastic mesh method. The main idea of the method is inspired by the pathbreaking work of [10] that introduced a multilevel idea into stochastics. As similar to the recent work of [4] , we consider not levels corresponding to different discretization steps, but levels related to different degrees of approximation of the continuation values. For example, in the case of the Longstaff-Schwartz algoritheorem, the latter degree is basically governed by the number of basis functions and in the case of the mesh method by the number of training paths used to approximate the continuation values. The new multilevel approach is able to significantly reduce the complexity of the fast approximation methods leading in some cases to the complexity gain of order ε −1 . The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 the pricing problem is formulated, the main assumptions are introduced and illustrated. In Section 3 the complexity analysis of a generic approximation algoritheorem is carried out. The main multilevel Monte Carlo algoritheorem is introduced in Section 4 where also its complexity is studied. In Section 5 we numerically test our approach for the problem of pricing Bermudan max-call options via mesh method. The proofs are collected in Section 7.
2. Main setup. An American option grants its holder the right to select the time at which to exercise the option, and in this differs from a European option that may be exercised only at a fixed date. A general class of American option pricing problems can be formulated through an R d Markov process {X t , 0 ≤ t ≤ T } defined on a filtered probability space (Ω, F, (F t ) 0≤t≤T , P) . It is assumed that the process (X t ) is adapted to (F t ) 0≤t≤T in the sense that each X t is F t measurable. Recall that each F t is a σ -algebra of subsets of Ω such that F s ⊆ F t ⊆ F for s ≤ t. We restrict attention to options admitting a finite set of exercise opportunities 0 = t 0 < t 1 < t 2 < . . . < t J = T, called Bermudan options. Then
is a Markov chain. If exercised at time t j , j = 1, . . . , J , the option pays g j (Z j ), for some known functions g 0 , g 1 , . . . , g J mapping R d into [0, ∞). Let T j denote the set of stopping times taking values in {j, j + 1, . . . , J }. A standard result in the theory of contingent claims states that the equilibrium price V j (z) of the Bermudan option at time t j in state z, given that the option was not exercised prior to t j , is its value under the optimal exercise policy:
A common feature of all fast approximation algoritheorems is that they deliver estimates C k,0 (z), . . . , C k,J −1 (z) for the so-called continuation values:
Here the index k indicates that the above estimates are based on the set of "training" trajectories (Z
0 . In the case of the so-called regression methods and the mesh method, the estimates for the continuation values are obtained via the recursion (dynamic programming principle):
combined with Monte Carlo: at (J − j) th step one estimates the expectation
via regression (global or local) based on the set of paths
where C k,j+1 (z) is the estimate for C * j+1 (z) obtained in the previous step. Given the estimates C k,0 (z), . . . , C k,J −1 (z), we can construct a lower bound (low biased estimate) for V * 0 using the (generally suboptimal) stopping rule:
with C k,J ≡ 0 by definition. Indeed, fix a natural number n and simulate n new independent trajectories of the process Z. A low-biased estimate for V * 0 can be then defined as
. Thus any fast approximation approximation algoritheorem can be viewed as consisting of the following two steps.
Step 1 Construction of the estimates C k,j , j = 1, . . . , J, on k training paths.
Step 2 Construction of the low-biased estimate V n,k 0 by evaluating functions C k,j , j = 1, . . . , J, on each of new n testing trajectories. Let us now consider a generic family of the continuation values estimates C k,0 (z), . . . , C k,J −1 (z) with the natural number k determining the quality of the estimates as well as their complexity. In particular, we make the following assumptions.
(AP) For any k ∈ N, the estimates C k,0 (z), . . . , C k,J −1 (z) are defined on some probability space (Ω k , F k , P k ) which is independent of (Ω, F, P). (AC) For any j = 1, . . . , J , the cost of constructing the estimate C k,j on k training paths, i.e., C k,j Z (i) j , i = 1, . . . , k, is of order k × k κ 1 for some κ 1 > 0 and the cost of
There is a sequence of positive real numbers γ k with γ k → 0, k → ∞ such that
for some constants B 1 > 0 and B 2 > 0 not depending on k and η. Discussion.
• Given (AC), the overall complexity of the corresponding fast approximation algoritheorem is proportional to
where the first term in (2.4) represents the cost of constructing the estimates C k,j , j = 1, . . . , J, on training paths and the second one gives the cost of evaluating the estimated continuation values on n testing paths.
• Additionally, one usually has to take into account the cost of paths simulation. If the process X solves a stochastic differential equation and the Euler discretisation scheme with a time step h is used to generate paths, then the term k × h −1 + n × h −1 needs to be added to (2.4) . In order to make the analysis more focused and transparent, we do not take here the path generation costs and discretisation errors into account. Let us now illustrate the above assumptions for three well known fast approximation methods.
Example 2.1 (Global regression). Fix a vector of real-valued functions ψ = (ψ 1 , . . . , ψ M ) on R d . Suppose that the estimate C k,j+1 is already constructed and has the form
) be a solution of the following least squares optimization problem:
It is clear that all estimates C k,j are well defined on the cartesian product of k independent copies of (Ω, F, P).
and
Furthermore, it can be shown that the estimates C k,0 (z), . . . , C k,J −1 (z) satisfy the assumption (AQ) with γ k = 1/k, provided M increases with k at polynomial rate, i.e., M = k ρ for some ρ > 0 (see, e.g., [15] ). Thus the parameters κ 1 and κ 2 in (AC) are given by 2ρ and ρ, respectively. [12] argue that the number of paths k must increase exponentially with M . In fact, the paper of Glasserman and Yu deals with rather special case, as they consider Black-Scholes model and use orthogonal Hermite polynomials to estimate the corresponding continuation values. In the latter situation the variance of the least squares estimator exponentially increases with the number of Hermite polynomials M and this leads to the aforementioned requirement. In general, the variance increases polynomially in M and this is the case studied in [15] .
Example 2.2 (Local regression).Local polynomial regression estimates can be defined as follows. Fix some j such that 0 ≤ j < J and suppose that we want to compute the expectation
e. the maximal order of the multi-index is less than or equal to l) which minimizes
over the set of all polynomials q of degree l. The local polynomial estimator of order l for C * j (z) is then defined as C k,j (z) = q z,k (0) if q z,k is the unique minimizer of (2.6) and C k,j (z) = 0 otherwise. The value δ is called a bandwidth and the function K is called a kernel function. In [3] , it is shown that the local polynomial estimates C k,0 (z), . . . , C k,J −1 (z) of degree l satisfy the assumption (AQ) with
Since in general the summation in (2.6) runs over all k paths (see Figure 2 .1) we have κ 1 = 1 and κ 2 = 1 in (AC). 
Example 2.3 (Mesh Method).
In the mesh method of [6] , the continuation value C * j at a point z is approximated via
where ζ k,j+1 (z) = max {g j+1 (z), C k,j+1 (z)} and
, where p j (x, ·) is the conditional density of Z j+1 given Z j = x. Again the summation in (2.7) runs over all k paths. Hence κ 1 = 1 in (AC) and for any j = 0, . . . , J − 1, the complexity of computing C k,j (z) in a point z not belonging to the set of training trajectories, is of order k (see Figure 2 .1), provided the transition density p j (x, y) is analytically known. For assumption (AQ) see, e.g., [1] .
3. Complexity analysis of V n,k 0
. We shall use throughout the notation A B if A is bounded by a constant multiple of B, independently of the parameters involved, that is, in the Landau notation A = O(B). Equally A B means B A and A ∼ B stands for A B and A B simultaneously.
In order to carry out the complexity analysis of the estimate (2.3), we need the so-called "margin" or boundary assumption. (AM) There exist constants A > 0, δ 0 > 0 and α > 0 such that
for all j = 0, . . . , J , and all δ > 0. Remark 3.1.Assumption (AM) provides a useful characterization of the behavior of continuation values (C * j ) and payoffs (g j ) near the exercise boundary ∂E with
In the situation when all functions C * j − g j , j = 0, . . . , J − 1, are smooth and have nonvanishing derivatives in the vicinity of the exercise boundary, we have α = 1. Other values of α are possible as well, see [3] . Let us now turn to the properties of the estimate V n,k 0 . While the variance of the estimate V n,k 0 is given by
its bias is analysed in the following theorem. Theorem 3.2.Suppose that (AP), (AM) and (AQ) hold with some α > 0, then
The next theorem gives an upper estimate for the complexity of V n,k 0 . Theorem 3.3. Let assumptions (AP), (AC), (AQ) and (AM) hold with
for some µ > 0. Then for some constant c > 0 and any ε > 0 the choice
and the complexity of the estimate V n * ,k * 0 (i.e. the cost needed to achieve (3.2)) is bounded from above by C n * ,k * (ε) with
Discussion. Theorem 3.3 implies that the complexity of V n * ,k * 0 is always larger than ε −2 . In the case κ 1 = 1 and κ 2 = 1 (mesh method or local regression) we get
Furthermore, in the most common case α = 1, the bound (3.4) simplifies to
Since for all regression methods and the mesh method µ ≤ 1, the asymptotic complexity is always larger than ε −3 . In the next section, we present a multilevel approach that can reduce the asymptotic complexity to ε −2 in some cases.
Multilevel approach.
Fix some natural number L and let k = (k 0 , k 1 , . . . , k L ) and n = (n 0 , n 1 , . . . , n L ) be two sequences of natural numbers, satisfying
where for any l = 1, . . . , L, both estimates C k l ,j and C k l−1 ,j are based on one set of k l training trajectories, i.e. to estimate C k l−1 ,j we use a subset of k l−1 trajectories from the set of k l trajectories used to approximate C k l ,j . Note, that in all levels l = 1, . . . , L, we use the same testing paths Z (r)
. Let us analyse the properties of the estimate V n,k 0 . First note that its bias coincides with the bias of g τ k L (Z τ k L ) corresponding to the finest approximation level. As to the variance of V n,k 0 , it can be significantly reduced due the use of "good" continuation value estimates C k l−1 ,j and C k l ,j (that are both close to C * j ) on the same set of testing trajectories in each level. In this way a "coupling" effect is achieved. The following theorem quantifies the above heuristics.
Theorem 4.1. Let (AP), (AQ) and (AM) hold with some α > 0. If
for any l = 1, . . . , L, some absolute constant C > 0 and q satisfying 1/p + 1/q = 1. As a corollary we get the following result. 
Furthermore, under assumption (AC), the cost of V n,k 0 is bounded from above by a multiple of
Finally, the complexity of V n,k 0 is given in the following theorem. Theorem 4.3. Let assumptions (AP), (AC), (AQ) and (AM) hold with
for some constant c not depending on ε, the estimate (2.3) fulfils
As a result, the complexity of the estimate (2.3) is bounded up to a constant from above by
2 , 2 · q · κ 2 = µα and
Discussion. Let us compare the complexities of the estimates V n * ,k * 0 and V n * ,k * 0
. For the sake of clarity, we will assume that κ 1 = κ 2 = κ as in the mesh or local regression methods. Then (4.1) versus (3.3) can be written as
Now it is clear that the multilevel algoritheorem will not be superior to the standard Monte Carlo algoritheorem as long as µ(1 + α) ≤ 1. In the case µ(1 + α) > 1, the computational gain, up to a logaritheoremic factor, is given by
Taking into account the fact that α = 1 in the usual situation, we conclude that it is advantageous to use MLMC as long as µ > 1/(2q).
Numerical example:
Bermudan max calls on multiple assets. Numerical experiments below aim to illustrate the potential of our algoritheorem as a general complexity reduction tool. Further computational savings can be achieved by using additional variance reduction techniques.
Computational problem.
Suppose that the price of the underlying asset X = (X 1 , . . . , X d ) follows a Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM) under the risk-neutral measure, i.e.,
where r is the risk-free interest rate, δ the dividend rate, σ is the volatility, and B t = (B 1 t , . . . , B d t ) is a d-dimensional Brownian motion. At any time t ∈ {t 0 , . . . , t J } the holder of the option may exercise it and receive the payoff
We consider a benchmark example (see, e.g. [6] , p. 462) with parameters x 0 = (90, . . . , 90), σ = 0.2, r = 0.05, δ = 0.1, S = 100 t j = jT /J , j = 0, . . . , J , with T = 3 and J = 9.
MLMC algoritheorem implementation.
Let us first present a general version of the algoritheorem, which does not rely on the type of the continuation values estimation method. Write a multilevel estimate based on L levels aŝ
HereŶ l is the Monte Carlo estimate for 
• generate 10 4 testing paths and estimate the variance Var Y L ; • go to step 3. 5. Return P L . While the cost of the standard MC algoritheorem is of order
Var Y l , the cost of the above MLMC algoritheorem can be calculated as follows
with n l given by (5.3). Remark 5.1.The constant 3 in (5.3) is motivated by the following decomposition
where F(k 1 , . . . , k l ) is a σ-algebra generated by all training paths used to construct continuation values estimates on all levels.
Mesh method.
In this section, we report numerical results for a two dimensional case (D = 2), where the true price of the resulting Bermudan option is 8.08 (see [11] , pp. 462). We shall use the mesh method combined with variance reduction to estimate the continuation values via
where v j (x) is the expectation of the control, i.e.,
In fact, v j (x) can be obtained analytically, as the value of the corresponding European maxcall option.
It is easy to see, that the conditions of Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 4.3 are fulfilled with γ k = 1/k in (AQ) and κ 1 = κ 2 = 1 in (AC) for the mesh method. Moreover, for the problem at hand, the assumption (AB) holds with α = 1. We set the number of training paths for the mesh method to be
and simulate independently k l training paths of the process Z using the exact simulation formula
where ξ i j , i = 1, . . . , k, are i. i. d. standard normal random variables. The conditional density of Z j given Z j−1 is explicitly given by
Using the above paths, we construct the sequence of estimates (training phase)
as described in Example 2.3. 
Global regression.
Here a one dimensional situation is studied (D = 1) and a regression method with piecewise constant basis functions is used. For any natural number m, set ∆ = 100/m and define
for all i = 1, . . . , m. Given a sequence of natural numbers m(k), k ∈ N, the continuation values estimates are
The number of training paths in each level is chosen to be 6. Conclusion. In this paper we introduced a novel MLMC algoritheorem for solving evaluation problem for Bermudan options. We developed a general framework, which can be used in combination with various fast approximation algoritheorems for continuation values estimation. As a matter of fact, the Bermudan option price evaluation problem is considered to be one of the most difficult and computationally demanding (see [11] ) problems in financial mathematics and any gains are of importance. Our algoritheorem can be extended to other directions, see, e.g. a recent work [8] , where additional computational gains were achieved by using a combination of our MLMC paradigm with a control variate technique. In the future we plan to develop a new version of our algoritheorems, which combines different levels of accuracy for continuation values estimation with different time discretization step sizes. Such an extension can be useful for much more difficult problem of American option pricing. Lemma 7.1.Let (Y j ) be a process adapted to the filtration (F j ) and let τ 1 j and τ 2 j be two consistent families of stopping times. Then
for any j = 0, . . . , J − 1.
Proof. We have
Therefore it holds for
with ∆ J = 0 and the first statement follows. To prove the second inequality note that
and note that τ k,l , l = 1, . . . , J , is a consistent family of stopping times. Taking into account that
for j = 0, . . . , J − 1 and i > 0. It holds
Using the fact that
where we have made use of the assumptions (AQ) and (AM).
7.2. Proof of Theorem 3.3. Based on (3.1) we have the optimization problem
It is clear that γ For total number of level we have from (7.2):
Due to the special structure of the constraints and the functional, we can set
Now we can rewrite (7.1) as
0 , so we will have three cases.
Case 3. 2 · q · κ 2 > µα.
Combining all three cases one will get (4.1).
